
Dear MRC, 

There exists a serious operability concern here at the laws Nuclear 

Power plant -near Raleigh, NC,, one that affects systems intended to help 

mitigate. the consequenc1es .of an accident with- the Plant. The systems 

affected are the RIM and Containmant Wpray systems an the problem exists 

within the reciroulation sauas in the basemnt of the contaimanut 

building. The problem is that apparently pon-safety related bolts and 

steel bars were temporarily instaled in the bottom of the sas ba•k 

during construction to hold plywood covers in place.. However, soohow 

these birs and bolts, large 1" thick stee4l, were never r•med ad--,have 

been overlooked ever since. This is paticularly disconcerting as,

durimng the zroont outage workers were able to knook oa of these-ddwic 

loose by merely bumping into it while working in the swW. te i*sim 

axe Inatalled in the bottom of the swW at the pipe leading to the MP 

and Contsainmet Spray pump sw itionb and a -Ujst tak welded on and are 

veay rusty. Z doubt i Q welds were ued to put them on. I could not 

find any details on design drawings so I am sure they are not aMposed 

to be there. If one of these were to coen loose during the high flow 

conditions of a LOCA, these large steel Item would fall directly into 

the pamps, likely destroying them.  

even aw flks down there umd they"dL It 

seeis obeLtezested.- guess everyone is worried about the MAP 

ratings and plant pzoduction goals and how they .look. It seems to no 

that this is smsthing •tiat should be addressed and as a concerned 

employee I can no longer bite pV tongue. I m afraid to bring this up 

again in. ou' enviromment of punitive actions and demotions so I an 

hoping that the IiC can look into this and do something about it.  

Surely the public is at some sort of risk here. Tbheze m many strange 

things going on at Barris that no one seems to care about. Its going to 

be quite a interesting situation when so of these items c out.  

Kind of makes you sad when you think about the strong safety record that 

Hazris used to have in dealing with these kind of things.  

If something cannot be done soon, I guess I will have to the newspapers 

with this letter.  

A concerned Baris employee 
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